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vPointHD Version 8.0 , December 2007 
 
 

New Features guide 
 

720p and 4CIF Tx Resolution: 
4CIF and 720p calls are subject to 5 conditions. (A) The vPoint license is 
enabled.(B)The resolution is supported by the camera.(C) the call BW is equal or 
higher than 384Kbps.(D) The remote station supports the incoming resolution.(E) 
For 720p Only, The 720p check box must be checked in the Settings->Calls-
>General tab. The default is OFF. 
Important note: In case the camera’s HD frame rate is less than 15 f/s then a 
“near HD” resolution (960*720) will be used with black borders on both sides to 
form a 16:9 HD frame. 
HD tested cameras:  
Sony EVI-HD1 with BlackMagic Decklink HD Extreme PCIx Capture Card. 
USB cameras: Logitech QuickCam Pro 9000, Logitech QuickCam Communicate 
Deluxe ,Logitech QuickCam Ultra Vision, Logitech QuickCam for Notebooks Pro , 
Creative Live! Cam Optia AF, Creative Live! Cam Voice, Philips SPC1300. 
The most recommended camera for real live HD experience is Sony EVI-HD1. 
USB recommended camera : Logitech QuickCam Pro 9000. although the 
resolution is 960*720 the overall quality is excellent. 
 
Additional window for Data: 
Sending additional data channel will always open a new dedicated window. 
Received data will open a new dedicated window only if the feature is enabled by 
vPointHD’s license. 
 
ISDN 4xBRI: 
4 BRI ISDN support requires the EVC ISDNPoint HW. ISDN feature is enabled 
by license. 
Settings->Hardware->ISDN Adapter. Checking the ISDN checkbox will search 
the LAN for available ISDNPoints. After Selecting one ISDNPoint from the list 
The switch type , lines numbers and SPIDs will need to be configured. 
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New GUI:  
New look and feel. 
 
16:9 full screen: 
Support for 16:9 screens resolution in full mode. 
 
license modes: 
4 different license configurations. 

 
vPointHD 8.0 

Basic 
vPointHD 8.0 

Pro 
vPointHD 8.0 

Executive 
vPointHD 8.0 
Broadcaster 

ISDN (# BRI) 0 4 (Option) 4 (Option) 0 
H.264 Tx 512k 1024k 2048k 2048k 
Resolution Tx VGA 4CIF+720p 4CIF+720p 4CIF+720p 
Additional Data 
window No No Yes No 
Broadcaster 
features No No No Yes 

License server support  , Trial period extension. 
For additional information refer to “new 8.0 license model.doc”  
 
G722.1 Annex C 14Khz  
Support for 24/32/48 Kbps 
 
H.239 for multicast 
Sharing additional data channel is enabled in a multicast and interactive multicast 
session. Only the chair can send H.239.  
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DSL settings: 
In case of asymmetric connection the vPointHD can limit incoming and outgoing 
traffic along with MTU. Settings -> Calls -> General ->Connection. . 

 
 
 
Windows Vista full support: 
 
Selecting your personal picture when no camera is connected: 

 
 
 
Advanced statistics: packet loss , round trip delay.  
Advanced tab in the conversation state 
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Faster presentation transmission by allocating more BW to data channel: 
Settings->Calls->General. ON/OFF. 
 
Email field for GK registration and dialing  
 
CPU load notification   
Some other process is consuming CPU and thus hurting performance. vPointHD 
Will initiating the CPU control logic that will lower video Tx frame rate.  

 
 
Automatic CPU check for performance capabilities: 
This process will run once after setup. vPointHD will run a test to check the CPU 
power. The video and audio capabilities are derived from the CPU test score.  
The calibration process might be a bit off for certain processors and HW 
configuration. For the problematic cases the user manually calibrate the 
vPointHD by running the Evcperf.exe utility. 

 
There are 5 groups of processors to choose from. The capability of each group is 
specified in the table. After choosing the type press “Save” and reload 
application. 
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  H264 H263 
  Tx Rx Tx Rx 
slow N/A CIF CIF 4CIF 
medium 
slow CIF CIF CIF 4CIF 
medium  VGA 720p(20 f/s) 4CIF 4CIF 
Medium 
fast 4CIF 720p 4CIF 4CIF 
fast 720p 720p 720p 4CIF 

 
 
Enable/Disable AACLD,G722.1 Annex C,720p: 
Settings->Calls->General.  

 
 
 
Audio mixer input selection.  
Front Mic and DVD input support 
DVD Line in is the same as Line In but it will also play the input locally. 
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Kill running processes on startup. 
Every time mp.exe is loaded it will kill the associated processes that were left 
running in case of a previously ungracious termination. 
 
H.264 optimization 
improved H.264 video codec. 
 
Keep aspect ratio 
The ability to control 16:9 video on a 4:3 window and vice versa. 
 
 


